
Table 3. Examples of natural variants and mutations that are associated with functional change or disease and which
coincide with the NACHO residues.

Class Protein Uniprot G-protein Mutation BW# Activity Change Disease Association Reference
A-alpha CB1 P21554 Gi/Go, Gs T210A 3.46 Inactive None [60]

T210I 3.46 Highly constitutively active None [60]
L207A 3.43 Highly constitutively active None [61]

A-beta V2R P30518 Gs R137Ca 3.50 Constitutively active NSIAD [62]
R137La 3.50 Constitutively active NSIAD [62]

A-gamma CCR5 P51681 Gi/Go R126N 3.50 Disables G-protein coupling None [63]
A-delta FSHR P23945 Gs R573Ca 6.36 Reduces AC stimulation Ovarian dysgenesis 1 [64]

B PTH1R Q03431 Gs, Gq/G11 T410Pa 6.37 Constitutively active JMC [65]
T410Ra 6.37 Active (less than T410P) JMC [66]
H223Ra 2.43 Constitutively active JMC [65]

C CASR P41180 Gi/Go, Gq/G11, G12/G13 F788Ca 5.55 More active than wild type Hypocalcemia [67]
F806Sa 6.36 No significant activating effect Hypocalcemia [68,69]
F788La 5.55 More active than wild type Hypocalcemia [70]

F FZD4 Q9ULV1 G12/G13 K436Ta 6.36 Not known Colorectal cancer [71]
Predictions

A-alpha DRD5 P21918 Gs T297Pa 6.36 Not known Prediction
Adhesion GPR56 Q9Y653 Gq/G11, G12/G13 M493Ta 3.43 Not known Prediction

a Natural variant.

experimentalists, but the NACHOs (Fig. 8) are useful for judging the effect of natural 600

variants as well. The positions of many single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are 601

known from genetic studies, and by using the global GPCR alignment, we can determine 602

the BW position of each SNP residue. Then each position can be directly compared 603

against the list of activation hot-spots (and to the list of class A conserved contacts) to 604

estimate the variant’s importance: whether the mutation causes some structural defects 605

or whether it is likely to be benign. We scanned the Uniprot database [32] for naturally 606

occurring mutations for all human GPCRs and converted the residue numbering to the 607

BW scheme using our alignment. Table 3 provides several examples. 608

For example, the natural variants R3.50C and R3.50L cause the vasopressin V2 609

receptor to be constitutively active. This causes “nephrogenic syndrome of inappropriate 610

antidiuresis”, which presents itself as an inability to excrete a free water load, resulting 611

in low sodium levels [62]. The mutations of R3.50 clearly interfere with arginines’s 612

ability to form hydrogen bonds, and so they disrupt the activation mechanism. 613

Similarly the natural variant H2.43R in Parathyroid hormone receptor causes its 614

constitutive activity. This mutation of class B receptor causes “Jansen metaphyseal 615

chondrodysplasia”, which is characterized by short-limbed dwarfism [72]. Since the 616

same G proteins couple to different GPCR classes, we can expect the same or similar 617

structural signatures of activation in class B as in class A. 618

For both of the above examples, the mutations are known to cause constitutive 619

activity. However, there are many observed natural variants, for which the effect is 620

unknown. For example, we predict that the natural variant M3.43T of GPR56 will 621

influence its activation, because the residue 3.43 has to switch contact residues during 622

activation. This adhesion GPCR is involved in cell adhesion as well as in cell to cell 623

interactions, and regulates the migration of neural precursor cells; thus the mutation 624

likely has serious consequences. No databases of single nucleotide polymorphisms 625

contain any functional information about this mutation (we checked Uniprot, and the 626

GPCR specific TinyGRAP [34] and NAVA [33] databases), therefore this is a new 627

prediction based on the analysis of the GPCR fold presented here. Another prediction 628

can be made for the natural variant T6.36P of the D5 dopamine receptor. This is a 629

class A receptor and it influences the activity of adenylyl cyclase. Again, we predict 630

that the natural variant T6.36P dramatically changes activation response of this 631

receptor, either to be more constitutively active or less active. 632

We have illustrated the importance of the NACHO residues by finding diseases that 633
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